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 The Seventh Wish
by Kate Messner

ISBN: 9781681194318
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury USA
Pub. Date: 2017-06-13
Pages: 256
Price: $10.99

When Charlie Brennan goes ice fishing on her town's frozen lake, she's hoping the fish she reels in will help pay for her dream: a fancy Irish dancing dress
for her upcoming competition. But when Charlie's first catch of the day happens to be a talking fish offering her a wish in exchange for its freedom, her
world quickly turns upside down, as her wishes go terribly and hilariously wrong.
Just as Charlie is finally getting the hang of communicating with a magical wishing fish, a family crisis with her older sister brings reality into sharp focus.
Charlie quickly learns that the real world doesn't always keep fairy-tale promises and life's toughest challenges can't be fixed by a simple wish . . .
Acclaimed author Kate Messner expertly weaves fantasy into the ordinary, in an important story of self-reliance and hope that will open readers' eyes to the
wonders and challenges of their world.

 All the Answers
by Kate Messner

ISBN: 9781681190204
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury Press Agency
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 256
Price: $8.99

What if your pencil had all the answers? Would you ace every test? Would you know what your teachers were thinking? When Ava Anderson finds a
scratched up pencil she doodles like she would with any other pencil. But when she writes  question in the margin of her math quiz, she hears a clear answer
in a voice no one else seems to hear.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; 
With the help of her friend Sophie, Ava figures out that the pencil will answer factual questions only - those with definite right or wrong answers - but won't
predict the future. Ava and Sophie discover all kinds of uses for the pencil, and Ava's confidence grows with each answer. But it's getting shorter with every
sharpening, and when the pencil reveals a scary truth about Ava's family, she realizes that sometimes the bravest people are the ones who live without all the
answers...
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 The Brilliant Fall of Gianna Z.

by Kate Messner

ISBN: 9781681195476
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury USA
Pub. Date: 2017-09-12
Pages: 224
Price: $11.99

In the mountains of rural Vermont, fall is a season of beauty and transformation . . . but not for Gianna Z. With less than one week to collect twenty-five
leaves for a science project, her spot at cross-country sectionals is in serious peril. Plus with a dad who runs a funeral parlor out of the basement, a grandma
who keeps losing her teeth, and a rival trying to steal her spot on the team, Gee just wishes life could leave her alone to finish her project. But when Nonna
disappears one afternoon, suddenly some things seem more important than projects and races.
Gianna Z. will have readers rooting for her-and maybe even for science projects-from the very first page of this funny and poignant novel about family,
friendship, and being true to yourself.
Winner of the 2010 E.B. White Read Aloud Award for Older Readers
Bank Street College of Education Best Books of 2009
IndieBound Fall 2009 Kids IndieNext List
Kids' IndieNext Pick
New Hampshire Great Stone Face Award Nominee
Pennsylvania Young Reader's Choice Award Nominee
Missouri Mark Twain Award Nominee
New York Charlotte Award Nominee

 Capture the Flag
by Kate Messner

ISBN: 9780545419741
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-04-01
Pages: 240
Price: $7.99

Three kids get caught up in an adventure of historic proportions!Anna, Jos&#195;, and Henry are complete strangers with more in common than they realize.
Snowed in together at a chaotic Washington DC airport, they encounter a mysterious tattooed man, a flamboyant politician, and a rambunctious poodle
named for an ancient king. Even stranger, news stations everywhere have announced that the famous flag that inspired "The Star-Spangled Banner" has been
stolen! Anna, certain that the culprits must be snowed in too, recruits Henry and Jos&#195; to help catch the thieves and bring them to justice.But when
accusations start flying, they soon realize there's more than justice at stake. As the snow starts clearing, Anna, Jos&#195;, and Henry find themselves in a
race against time (and the weather!) to prevent the loss of an American treasure.

 The Exact Location of Home
by Kate Messner

ISBN: 9781681195483
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury USA
Pub. Date: 2017-09-12
Pages: 256
Price: $22.99

Kirby "Zig" Zigonski lives for the world of simple circuits, light bulbs, buzzers, and motors. Electronics are, after all, much more predictable than most
people--especially his father, who he hasn't seen in over a year. When his dad's latest visit is canceled with no explanation and his mom seems to be hiding
something, Zig turns to his best friend Gianna and a new gizmo--a garage sale GPS unit--for help. Convinced that his dad is leaving clues around town to
explain his absence, Zig sets out to find him. Following one clue after another, logging mile after mile, Zig soon discovers that people aren't always what
they seem . . . and sometimes, there's more than one set of coordinates for home.
An important story of love and hope that will capture readers' hearts,The Exact Location of Home is another must read from beloved author Kate Messner.
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